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ABSTRACT 

The Wigner distribution is calculated starcing from au H - expan
sion of Che Bloch density for a nucleus at finite temperature and using 
a Strutinsky smoothing. 

New experiments using heavy ion beams at intermediate energies 

makes it l.ow possible Co scudy che nucleus at temperatures around 6.8 MeV. 

Such a nucleus can be described by means of the single particle density 

operator Ê , and particularly, by its phase-space representation : 

{lî.lT) . 

which allows to calculate che mean value of any operator 0" depending 

on r and / or k. 

The phase-space distribution may be obtained from the Bloch densi

ty : 

6 * 
i?>'} = V c(g. t ) with c f = ,"fH 

where i, fi~, stands for the inverse Laplace transform from B Co the 

Fermi energy X ( X is fixed by the number of particles). 

At finite temperature T, the occupation numbers are Fermi func

tions, and che Bloch operator is simply multiplied by a temperature 

dependant factor : 

C ^ = Ôt, TT^T/(v^-B-|iT) 



The semiclassical approximation 2 ' consists in expanding Che 
Bloch operator in the Wigner space, resuming all powers of w and 7 
caking into account all terms up Co 11 . Moreover, Che inverse Laplace 
transform is performed with a Strutinsky smoothing. 

Ibis leads Co smooched phase-space distributions, without any 
quantal details, Che only oscillations being Che Friedel ones : this 
approximation is Chus well suiced Co describe quantities at finite tem
perature where it is well known that Che shell structures are washed 
out. 

To take into account the finite value of the external density : 

the substraccion procedure is used. 
Figs 1 show a comparison of the phase-space density f(r,k) avera

ged over the angle (r,k) at T - 0 and T - 5 MeV, for a spherical Woods-
Saxon pocential and for a model nucleus N » Z » 112. Clearly, the 
Friedel oscillations disappear wich increasing temperature, and Che 
diffuseness in the k - variable increases, at least in Che interior 
of the nucleus. 

Figs 2 are cuts in f (r,k) in Che incerior (r » 1 fm) and in che 
surface <r * 5 fa) of the nucleus, aC differenc cemperacures. The width 
of the distribution is quite constant (all curves crossing at Che same 
point) whatever Che cemperaCure and ics shape is almosc Che same inside 
and ac the surface, for T ^. 5 KeV. 
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rig. t . Averaged Wign«r distribution as a function o£ position r and 

moœentum k it T • O and T » 5 MeV. 
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Fig. 2 . Averaged Wigner distribution for different temperatures in 
the interior (r - 1 fm) and in the surface (r - 5 fm) of the 
nucleus. 


